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AVALON HIGH Coronation Volume 1, The Merlin Prophecy Meg Cabot's magical Arthurian epic continues... MANGA style! Being a new student at Avalon High was exciting for Ellie, so to speak... He's an honest student, a star on the team, and, yes, he's dating super-cool class president
Will. Who also happens to be the alleged reincarnation of King Arhtur. Ellie couldn't be happier that Will's part of her life, but she's worried that her estranged from her parents will tear her apart. To make matters worse, Will is doubtful that he is indeed King Aruthur can prevent the Merlin
prophecy- an age of enlightenment from occurring. Can Ellie convince Will to believe in something even she's not sure about? And more importantly, can you get him to give his parents another chance? With all the mythologies and mysticism of AVALON HIGH, Meg Cabot's first manga is
indeed a tale for the ages. In U.S. stores in July 2007. Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews By Cabot and Jinky Coronado back in the second installment of the AVALON HIGH CORONATION series. Homecoming is the second volume of the sequel. Will's
brother Marco was released from psychiatry. Marco is cornering Ellie in the local park to convince her that the idea of Will being king Arthur's incarnation is completely stupid. Marco starts convincing Ellie that even she doesn't believe she's in the prophesyed prophecy. But the two are
disturbed by the arrival of Morgan, Marco's girlfriend. Morgan's out for Ellie, and she's doing everything she can to pull out of the Prom Queen contest. Ellie hardly cares because she's convinced her boyfriend, Jennifer, definitely wants to win the title. So Ellie decided to re-connect with her
husband, Will. Will's family doesn't have time for the silly idea of king Arthur's reincarnation, and unless Will chooses the path his father would like, his father doesn't have much to say. Dinner goes horribly wrong, and Ellie's having nightmares. Her World Civ teacher reminds her that
everything that has happened has been prophesied. If you don't convince Will that he's the reincarnation of the Hunter Moon the next night, chaos will form. There's nothing like the weight of the world on your shoulders at the top of high school strugglesThose continuation of the MERLIN
prophecy is as impressively crafted as the first book. The work tells the story of how Meg Cabot created it in beautiful detail. The story is easy to follow and the end leaves the reader hanging, waiting for the next part of the story volume 3, HUNTER's Moon. Reviewed by: Jaglvr AVALON
HIGH Coronation Volume 2: Homecoming Will's dangerous brother, Marco, has been released good behavior, and it seems like he's started a new life. But Ellie's not sure she trusts him yet, especially when she has nightmares about him every night. Meanwhile, Mr. Morton is still convinced
that Ellie's friend Will, king Arthur's reincarnation, and according to the Merlin prophecy, if Ellie doesn't help Will believe it, the world will end on the night of the hunting moon... and Avalon High Homecoming game and dance. But that doesn't stop Ellie from trying to make the big dinner she
arranged to reunite Will with her parents. . . . Even if it's probably going to be a total disaster... Like her prom queen run against Morgan, Marco's evil girlfriend. The thing is, when you and your friends re-live the Arthurian legend, it seems you'll never be able to break away! Click here for a
sneak peek at Avalon High 2: Homecoming. (Adobe PDF format). Avalon High: HomecomingEnergy, mystery, and romance are all in one! This book would be enjoyed by a young adult who likes to read Mangas and books about romance and drama among teenagers in high school. This is
particularly interesting because it mentions the problems that many people face today, like the intrusive nightmares and thoughts that the protagonist had in the story. She also had many of her personal fears and her unstable relationships between other children of her age in the book. The
protagonist dem Avalon High: HomecomingEnergy, mystery, and romance are all in one! This book would be enjoyed by a young adult who likes to read Mangas and books about romance and drama among teenagers in high school. This is particularly interesting because it mentions the
problems that many people face today, like the intrusive nightmares and thoughts that the protagonist had in the story. She also had many of her personal fears and her unstable relationships between other children of her age in the book. The protagonist has been proven to be a strong,
female character, which some female teens also relate to in today's society. The protagonist of the book is named Ellie, and she is a girl with a loving family and friends, and most of all, she has a loving boyfriend who lives with her. He's not living with her because she was fighting her
parents to leave home, she's living with her because her parents fired her. You'd think he'd be thrown out of his parents' house and able to live with his girlfriend every guy's dream. (pg. 10) Ellie's boyfriend Will doesn't have the best relationship with the rest of his own family. His brother,
Marco, once tried to kill him and Ellie. You tried to kill me. And my friend, your brother, remember? (pg. 25) Will's father doesn't have the right attitude towards others. Why, I should have notified the school board months ago about that charlatan! (No. 175. Only his mother is depicted in his
family loving and caring as the two families have dinner one day with each other. Please, Will. Your mother misses you so much. (pg 73) Marcos' girlfriend Morgan is portrayed as evil while blackmailing Ellie into handing over her seat to Morgan as prom queen. If Ellie didn't step out, she
threatened to tell people false rumors about her. Whether it's extortion or distance from a friendly relationship with family members, this scenario is one which some students in high school might relate to. The story plot is one that is very significant, creative, and special. It speaks strongly
about how Elle feels that everything is going on in her life and what her biggest fears are through flashes of her nightmare. One of them is about very marcos. Unlike any other story, this story doesn't mention whether they lived happily ever after for Ellie and Will. Instead, the story comes to
a miserable end when Ellie's cat ran away and Morgan got it and stole it from Ellie. Tig! Where are you?! (Year 203) Ellie is very emotional in the story and shows great love towards her friends and boyfriend and family. In fact, he tried to deal with all the problems by inviting his friend's
family to eat with his one night. However, at dinner, things go wrong as Marcos came along, and there was a war of words between Will's father and Will as they talked about Will's future as his brother was ready. Ellie also has great admiration for Will in the story and she would do anything
to please her and make her happy. The story also includes small details of the romance between Will and Ellie that update the reader on how romantic relationships are going, what's good and good about it. Overall, this book is a remarkable one to read. I recommend it to those who are
interested in fiction and romance, although a little fantasy or turn of the story can be worn by those who do not find fiction or romance fun. ... more eBay item number: 383746343512 Seller assumes all liability for the listing. Last Updated Oct 17, 2020 4:43:50 PM PDT View all changes to
Status: New: A brand new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in the original packaging (where the packaging can be applied). The packaging must be the same as the products in the retail store, unless the product is handmade or packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging,
such as a non-printed box or plastic bag. See the seller's ad for details. See all condition definitions- opens in a new window or tab ... Read more about the condition Brand: Item Weight: 3 MPN: UPC: Picture not availableColorful: 08-02-2018, 12:46 #1 I'm trying to replace a lost flat-headed
screwdriver that had a precision hollow peak like the one on the far right: I see sets grace, but that's it: Gunsmith | Grace USA Just One and I don't care the wooden handles anyway. Someone? 08-02-2018, 12:51 #2 5 minutes for a file or a surface grinder? 08-02-2018, 12:52 #3 Originally
posted by Terry Keeley I'm trying to replace a lost flat screwdriver that had a precision hollow peak of land like the one on the far right: I see sets of Grace, but this is it: Gunsmith | Grace USA only needs one and doesn't care about wooden handles anyway. Someone? He made the jig and
luminaire, followed by almost 800 of them in a summer day job. Done 'em ganged hat-ups with a B&amp;amp;c; S #2 surface grinder. It will take you, but in a few minutes not one, manual file and India stone, torch-hardened. The gunsmith's readiness is also good if the attack is appropriate.
I'm just going to make a change. That's what I did years ago. This Savage-Anschutz Mdl left with a 62, on which he was equipped. 08-02-2018, 01:51 #4 The best minus screwdriver shaping tip I brought from an old Popular Mechanics. (I'm dating myself) A small grinding stone (4 inches in
diameter) mounted on a drill chuck. The screw guide blade is kept in a simple drill hanger. Oriented vertical. Touch the guide tip on both sides of the rotating stone suite. If you want more than one grip on a particular screw head, a small valve grinding paste will fix you. 08-02-2018, 2:54 AM
#5 Originally posted by CalG The best minus screwdriver shaping tip I came across came from an old Popular Mechanics. (I'm dating myself) A small grinding stone (4 inches in diameter) mounted on a drill chuck. The screw guide blade is kept in a simple drill hanger. Oriented vertical.
Touch the guide tip on both sides of the rotating stone suite. If you want more than one grip on a particular screw head, a small valve grinding paste will fix you. Uhh. Well. after -780 or so - came the B&amp;amp;c; Sg? Herr Pelz personally puts each one under 40-power B&amp;amp;amp;
L microscope and insured were perfectly 0.010 and parallel. He used an Indian sliding stone to pull it up. &amp;B&amp;amp; He #2, a good fixture, and I saw that they didn't need to use it often, but there were those 20 out of 800 too thin and rejected. There was a serious problem with the
poor QC of LS Starrett screwdrivers buggering-up the tiny openings in the screws we made to adjust frequency response curves on each hearing aid. Since then, it's been hard to get me to have any Starrett product. &amp;B&amp;2 S, Tesa, Compac, Hamilton, Dorsey, P&amp;amp; W,
Lufkin, Scherr-Tumico, Mitutoyo, Mahr. Not much cheap Starrett. 08-02-2018, 3:55 #6 Originally posted by Terry Keeley I'm just one and don't care about wooden handles anyway. Someone? best to grind the flathead to match the screw you need to make out on the necessary basis,
because the stiffness and force followed by the 4th is a specially heat-treated bit is not necessary, but ymmv. direct impact and heat loosen the screw. but if you really only once have a chance of getting the screw then a very tight-fitting little less than perfect steel hammered with the screw
removed, while a loose fitting little higher quality steel twists down or destroys the screw, since the third force of stiffness and force associated with the moment of inertia following the third power of the linear dimension. the .055 thick traditionally tapered screwdriver hammered into a .050
slot probably won't unscrew it, but the .045 hollow grind screwdriver can be broken to the throat. In theory, the hollow earth screwdriver does not mill the screw, but in reality it yields and still distorts the screw. Do you want to unscrew it, or do you have to keep it cosmetically? The sharp
corner of the image posted creates a stress ingre that helps snap the bit off in a position where the screw doesn't come out and doesn't prevent the bit distorting the screw either. the hollow earth bit just helps spread the stress and reduces the distortion, because it helps to concentrate the
force at the end of the bit, which is under the head of the screw, but does not necessarily prevent the bit from plastically yielding to the head of the screw, and does not even prevent the twisted twist off the little one. a 1/4 hhs lathe bit ground into a screwdriver point can be a good option to
find a piece of steel strong enough to survive in places where the screwdriver isn't quite up to the task. but a cold chiran or a file should work well, but there is much more care during grinding to prevent it from heating after 500F is needed. 08-02-2018, 05:29 aM #7 PB Swiss screwdriver
with the desired tip form. 08-02-2018, 06:44 #8 Try Brownells.com to different styles, both solid stem and 1/4 hex insert, reported the gunsmiths. 08-02-2018, 07:12 AM #9 Custom fit screwdrivers are required to avoid damage to precision screw heads. A good gunsmith will have hundreds of
screwdrivers and still touch one up for the desired fit. 08-02-2018, 09:49 #10 Thank you for all the answers. I looked at Brownells and I googled the gunsmith screwdrivers, and only the Grace line came up. PB Smith (thanks Screwmachine) is exactly what I am after the 6100 series:
Screwdrivers - PB 61 - PB Swiss tools But there are no distributors in North America, so getting a screwdriver will be a problem. I checked Klein Tools but couldn't find what I'm after: Screwdrivers and Nut Drivers | Klein Tools – The professionals since 1857 Surly have an American-made
screwdriver precision ground flat tip? edit: PB Smith is a distributor ga, same tools, but different subheadings: Classic screwdrivers for PB Swiss Tools (PB 1 series) 08-02-2018, 9:56 AM #11 What about the collision driver bits held on a hex shank screwdriver handle? Very strong, hard
steel, properly heat treated, and cheap. Grind to suit watching the temperature to make sure it doesn't interfere with the AM #12 Originally written by Terry Keeley PB Smith (thanks Screwmachine) is exactly what I am after the 6100 series: Screwdrivers - PB 61 - PB Swiss tools But there
are no distributors in North America, so getting a screwdriver will be a problem. They have an online web trader with English prices in dollars. Unless the shipping is hopelessly expensive, it should work. I bought such things from Germany and the UK without any problems. 08-02-2018,
10:09 #13 I did such in the big store and soon I showed screwdrivers to many of the guys in the store. Just do it with a bench grinder that was created by splitting split point drills and had a magnifying glass mounted on the wheel, best not to get them hot. Also it would grind the new teeth
tube keys.. another error is doing the first one so much followed. Sharpened circular saws for large machines in the carpent rye shop. You'd be late to the OD to be a circular witness, then rub your teeth sideways, so zero runs out... soon they brought me brand new saw blades because
they were used to my better sharpening. Yes it's my fault starting this because it was on top of my regular work.. mostly fashionable surface grinder works manuals first, then CNC. 08-02-2018, 10:34 #14 Originally Posted by Screwmachine PB Swiss makes screwdrivers the tip form you
want. I was also amazed at how perfectly the PB driver fits into a screw slot. 08-02-2018, 12:16 pm #15 The 6100 series appears to be available on Amazon for a sale, not a prime delivery deal though. 08-02-2018, 12:21 #16 bought all PB Swiss off Ebay. What size do you need? I have a
few extra 6100/4 sizes I'd be willing to sell at a reasonable price 4 sizes 1x6.5x140 08-02-2018, 12:52 #17 I'm just assuming that you're trying to keep the apparent damage to the screw slot to a minimum? The 1/4 hex bits have straight groove screws all seem to be hollow ground. It's
probably just part of the forging process versus a special grind, but the shape is there. These were marketed by SnapOn devices, but others are probably the same. Dan 08-02-2018, 1:15 #18 Originally posted by Terry Keeley Thanks for all the answers. I looked at Brownells and I googled
the gunsmith screwdrivers, and only the Grace line came up. Brownells already sells gunsmith tools, just search for screwdrivers Screwdrivers &amp; Kits | General Gunsmith Tools's Brownells Magna-tip seems to be a in-house brand name. The large set has 75 slotted bits - but this is $300
BROWNELLS MAGNA-TIP(R) PROFESSIONAL SUPER SET | Brownells It's easier if you can start with one that grind to fit. but you can start from scratch - carbide endmill and grind a 1/4 hex key home depot and hardware stores sell hollow ground leading bits of all wireless drills - a good
starting point to finish grind - and not shipping Whia makes good things, some slot screwdrivers and bits. Wiha Tools USA 08-02-2018, 1:28 #19 The best screwdriver is a Yankey spindle cut off where it went to wave the drive handle, a T handle welded there. a Yankey drive is flat bit
ground to hollow. tht give the fit and the T alows to push it down hard. I had a magntic bit owner but lost it.. can be in a drawer out of the store.? 08-02-2018, 3:40 #20 Bummer, just went to order a #2 off the PB Swiss USA site, a screwdriver for $7.18, cheapest delivery from the People
Republic of Canada to UPS for $25.94. I'm going to check Out FleeBay. From the Escape Bay.
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